SURIEA
Summer Undergraduate Research or Internship Experience in Acoustics
• 12-week paid program for under-represented undergraduate students
• Emphasizes training, mentoring, research/application, and preparing students for graduate studies & careers in acoustics
  • Program includes a 1-week acoustics short course, 1-1 mentoring, virtual cohort meetings, research presentations, and conference attendance
• Mentors receive DEIBA focused mentor coaching on advising URM mentees

Motivation
• ASA membership does not reflect US racial/ethnic demographics
• Few acoustic opportunities exist for undergraduate students of color
• ASA can facilitate opportunities

Funding
• ASA Foundation funding
• AIP Funding
• Mentor Funding
• External Sponsors
• Donations

Megan Julien (2022) - I did not know anything of what I was doing. I didn't have the credentials to be able to work in an acoustics lab because I didn't know anything about it, but it turns out that [acoustics] can be for anybody...

Damian Magallan (2022) - Because of the work my mentor and I provided this summer I got recommended to the pace program in Bose which consists of a contract of two years working in four different sections...

Scan the QR code to watch the cohort videos or visit the ASA YouTube Channel!
https://youtu.be/W-8bA9XU82w
https://youtu.be/pqje0Vdjmm8

Post Program Survey Results
12/13 2021 responded
5/10 2022 responded
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